Theoretical optimization of a split septaless xenon ionization detector for dual-energy chest radiography.
It is proposed that digital scanned projection radiography of the chest be performed by using an energy-sensitive septaless xenon ionization detector (SXID) to obtain dual-energy images. The proposed detector is composed of a front region, sensitive to low-energy x rays, and a rear region, sensitive to high-energy x rays, separated by a suitable filter layer. We have developed a simple, precise theoretical formulation for dual-energy optimization, and applied it to the split SXID. We describe the variation of optimum detector performance with source kilovoltage and filtration (material and thickness), and hence heat loading, under conditions of constant exposure and constant dose. We estimate dose as the average absorbed dose to an equivalent water layer of suitable thickness, assuming slab geometry, so that the calculation is as simple as that for exposure.